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1. Introduction 

1.1. Fractals 

- A fractal is “exactly the same at every scale or nearly the same at different scales”, as described by French 

mathematician Benoit B. Mandelbrot.1 

- Fractal patterns are very complicated and yet fascinating because of their importance in aesthetics, 

mathematics, science and engineering. 

 

1.2. Building Molecular Fractals 

- Only scattered, fragmented untunable molecular fractals was obtained, with strong intermolecular 

interactions (e.g. covalent or coordination bonds, Figure 1).2,3 

- Extended molecular fractals formed by the self-assembly of small-molecule components were not achieved. 

 

 
Figure 1. The reported molecular fractals with strong intermolecular interactions. 

 

1.3. This Work 

- Preparation of extended planar molecular Sierpiński triangles (STs) on Ag(111) surface was successful. 

- Several guidelines for detect-free ST constructions were revealed. 

under an atmosphere of argon.[29] Its 1H NMR spectrum
showed the characteristic peak at 3.76 ppm for the installed
OCH3 marker and the presence of two completely different
arms (a and b, Scheme 1). The 13C NMR spectrum showed
a peak at 60.76 ppm, which corresponds to the OCH3

substituents.
All of the proton peaks were assigned using COSY and

NOESY NMR spectroscopy. The 13C NMR assignments and
the mass-spectrometric data are in full agreement with the
ligand structures. The colorless “V” ligand 2 was also
synthesized (80%) by a slightly modified procedure[29] from
commercially available 4,5-dibromo-1,2-dimethoxybenzene
under Suzuki cross-coupling conditions. It was easily charac-
terized by 1H NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. The
aromatic region of ligand 2 showed one set of characteristic
terpyridine peaks and one set of aromatic phenyl-spacer

peaks; a sharp singlet was observed at 4.02 ppm, which
corresponds to the OCH3 markers. The 13C NMR spectrum
displayed a peak at 56.40 ppm for the OCH3 group also.

The facile one-step assembly of Sierpiński triangle 5
(Scheme 1) utilized an exactly 1:1 solution of 2 and 4 in CHCl3

to which a methanolic solution of Cd(NO3)2·4 H2O (3 equiv)
was added. The solution was stirred for 30 minutes at 25 8C;
then, excess NH4PF6 was added to effect counterion exchange
to PF6

! . The desired PF6 complex precipitated and was
filtered and repeatedly washed with MeOH to remove excess
NH4PF6. Complex 5 was obtained without any further
purification as a light yellow solid in > 95 % yield.

The Sierpiński triangle 5 was completely characterized by
1H, COSY, and NOESY NMR spectroscopy and ESI and
traveling-wave ion mobility (TWIM) mass spectrometry,
along with transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The
1H NMR spectrum of 5 showed the characteristic features of
a tpy!CdII!tpy complex, with a sharp and simple pattern
being indicative of a discrete structure with a high degree of
inherent structural symmetry. The structural simplicity and
symmetry were reflected by the 1H NMR spectrum. The
imbedded methoxy markers within each ligand appeared in
the product as two distinct singlets at 3.98 ppm (from “V”)
and 3.87 ppm (from “K”) with a precise 1:1 ratio, initially
supporting the formation of a product that possesses D3h

symmetry. Notably, peaks that would be expected for
polymeric structures and impurities were not observed. The
aromatic region exhibited the peak ratio expected for three
different sets of 3’,5’-tpy protons for arms a, b, and c (8.92,
8.91, and 8.74 ppm, respectively; Figure 2 and Figure 3); the
downfield shifts resulted from deshielding upon complex-
ation.[28] The 6,6’’-tpy protons were noticeably shifted upfield
(7.92, 7.68, and 7,80 ppm, respectively, for a, b, and c) when
compared with the free ligands,[23] as expected. All of the
peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum were assigned and the
assignments verified with the aid of 2D-COSY and 2D-
NOESY experiments; they are in complete agreement with
the proposed structure.

The 13C NMR spectrum of complex 5 exhibits three
signals for the different and readily identifiable 3’,5’-tpy

Figure 2. Terpyridine-based Sierpiński triangle 5.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the key terpyridine building blocks 2 (“V”) and
4 (“K”).

Figure 3. Stacked 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz) of ligands 2 (bottom)
and 4 (top) in CDCl3 and of complex 5 in CD3CN (0.25 mgmL!1;
center). Arrows indicate assigned resonance shifts that occur upon
complex formation.
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2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Molecular Design 

- Previously, the self-assembly of 4,4”-dibromo-p-terphenyl into planar 

porous network was reported through weak halogen bonding (Figure 

2).4 

- However, from the previous simulation, it was suggested that V-shaped 

or star-shaped precursor is required for the fractal formation.5 

- In this work, B3PB, B4PB with 120º backbone and bromine atoms 

were used for molecular ST formation (Figure 3). 

 

2.2. Formation of molecular STs on Ag(111) surface 

- After the thermal deposition of B3PB or B4PB and subsequent cooling down to < 80 K, the Ag(111) surface 

was covered with the series of triangular structures (Figure 3). 

- The triangular structures were observed by scanning tunneling microscope (STM). 

- The individual molecular STs could be observed. 

 

 
Figure 3. The molecules investigated in this work, and the ST formation through thermal deposition of the molecules on Ag(111) surface. 

 

- Several size of the triangular structures consists of B4PB (B4PB-ST-n) were observed (Figure 4). 

- Only imperfect structure was obtained for B4PB-ST-4. 

- B4PB-ST-4 is the largest ST achieved in experiments. 
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Fractals, being “exactly the same at every scale or nearly the same at different scales” as defined by Benoit B.
Mandelbrot, are complicated yet fascinating patterns that are important in aesthetics, mathematics, science and
engineering. Extended molecular fractals formed by the self-assembly of small-molecule components have long been
pursued but, to the best of our knowledge, not achieved. To tackle this challenge we designed and made two aromatic
bromo compounds (4,4″-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″-terphenyl and 4,4‴-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″:4″,1‴-quaterphenyl) to serve as building
blocks. The formation of synergistic halogen and hydrogen bonds between these molecules is the driving force to
assemble successfully a whole series of defect-free molecular fractals, specifically Sierpiński triangles, on a Ag(111)
surface below 80 K. Several critical points that govern the preparation of the molecular Sierpiński triangles were
scrutinized experimentally and revealed explicitly. This new strategy may be applied to prepare and explore various planar
molecular fractals at surfaces.

A fractal is defined as a mathematical set that displays a self-
similar pattern with a fractal dimension, the so-called
Hausdorff dimension, which exceeds its topological counter-

part1. As described by Benoit B. Mandelbrot, a fractal is “exactly the
same at every scale or nearly the same at different scales”1. Fractal
patterns are very complicated and yet fascinating because of their
importance in aesthetics, mathematics, science and engineering.
Scientists have been struggling to build molecular fractals through
various strategies, but only scattered and even fragmented untunable
molecular fractals could be obtained with strong intermolecular
interactions, such as covalent or coordination bonds in synthetic
chemistry2–7.

As a representative of various prototypical fractals, the Sierpiński
triangle (ST), named after the Polish mathematician Wacław
Sierpiński in the 20th century1, has a long history of at least 1,000
years as a decorative pattern in tiling mosaic floors in medieval
Rome8. There are several methods to construct an ST mathematically,
including a chaos game run by an iterated computer program9, a
cellular automaton10 and simply a geometric subdividing and
removing method1. Herein, by using 4,4″-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″-ter-
phenyl (B3PB) and 4,4‴-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″:4″,1‴-quaterphenyl
(B4PB) (see the Supplementary Information for details of the syn-
thesis) as the basic building blocks (see the molecular structures in
Fig. 1a), we successfully prepared a series of planar molecular STs on
Ag(111). Such a series of molecular STs is the first molecular fractal
family achieved by a molecular self-assembly at surfaces.

Results and discussions
After the thermal deposition of B3PB or B4PB (Fig. 1a) and sub-
sequent swift cooling down to 4.4 K, the Ag(111) surface was
covered exclusively with a series of equilateral triangular structures,
denoted as B3PB-ST-n or B4PB-ST-n, where n represents the order
of the molecular ST. In this study, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, although theor-
etically it can be infinite. Figure 1b,c depicts two typical STM images
of individual B3PB-ST-2 and B4PB-ST-3 structures, both of which
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Figure 1 | Typical individual molecular STs at the surfaces. a, Chemical
structures of the B3PB and B4PB molecules with the geometric parameters.
b,c, High-resolution STM images of individual B3PB-ST-2 (13 nm × 11 nm)
(b) and B4PB-ST-3 (33 nm × 29 nm) (c) on Ag(111). The raw STM images
are rotated, cropped and recoloured to produce the images of the individual
STs shown here; the raw STM images and details of the image processing
are given in the Supplementary Information. d, Plot of lg(N(r)) versus lg(r).
The molecular fractal pattern in c, B4PB-ST-3, was converted into the
black–white mode, as shown in the inset. A total of 50 data sets (r, N(r))
was acquired by counting the number of black pixels N(r) in the shaded
area with a lateral size of r (pixel). Imaging conditions: constant height,
Vbias = 20 mV, I = 1 nA.
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and electronic features indicate these linear chains are poly(para-
phenylene) oligomers, so they are the final product of C!C-coupling
reactions. We observed the other product of the reactions, Br
atoms, on the surface. They were distributed between the chains
as represented by the dotlike features in the inset of Figure 1d
(see detail discussion later).

We now discuss the structures formed in the intermediate
annealing steps. In the first step, the sample was annealed to 300 K.
Figure 1b shows this annealing converted the 2D honeycomb
network to extended linear structures. In contrast to the final
product (the continuous linear chains after 473 K annealing),
here the linear structures exhibit a periodical feature. At a bias
voltage of 1.0 V, the STM data reveal the linear structure consists
of alternately arranged, brighter, larger oval features and dimmer,
smaller round features. These linear periodical structures mainly
follow the [112] or equivalent directions of Cu(111) surface.
Interestingly, these structures can run across the monatomic
steps of the surface, implying that they are robust enough to
overcome the perturbation caused by the steps.13 Obviously the
linear periodical structure is an intermediate state in the reaction
from the initial reactant of Br-(ph)3-Br molecules to the final
product of poly(para-phenylene) oligomers. Figure 1c shows an
STM image of the sample annealed at 393 K. Besides the
periodical features observed in Figure 1b, bright segments of
different length but without internal periodicity emerge in the
linear structures. We will discuss later that these segments are an
early stage of the final product, i.e., short poly(para-phenylene)
oligomers.

In the inset of Figure 1b, dotlike features can be seen between
the linear periodical structures; some dots are arranged in groups
of three and the others in groups of two. The random distribution
of these dots rules out that they are features contributed by the
periodical structures. Similar dotlike features were observed in
iodine-aromatic systems adsorbed on a Cu(110) surface and
assigned as dissociated iodine atoms adsorbed on the surface.4

There were reports that on a Cu(111) surface Br atoms are
dissociated from the phenyl group at 300 K.8,14,16 We count the
number of the dots and estimate that the ratio of these dots and
the big oval features in the linear periodical structures is about
2:1. This ratio suggests that the dots represent the Br atoms
dissociated from the Br-(ph)3-Br molecules and adsorbed on the
Cu(111) surface subsequently,22 and the brighter oval features
represent the resultant (ph)3 biradicals.

To reveal how the (ph)3 biradicals units are linked in the
intermediate, we examined the structural and the electronic
characteristics of the intermediate. The linear periodical struc-
tures are commensurate with the Cu lattice in the [112]
direction: each three periods matches 11 Cu atoms in this
direction, amounting to a periodicity of 16.2 ( 0.2 Å. This
distance is much lager than the length of a debromined (ph)3
biradical, 11.4 Å, as calculated by DFT. We propose that the
neighboring (ph)3 biradicals are connected by Cu atoms (shown
as the small features in Figure 2a), and so the linear periodical
structures are in fact organometallic intermediates. It is known at
the annealing temperature of 300 K, Cu surface provides
appreciable amount of Cu atoms as 2D adatom gas, which may
be incorporated in the organometallic intermediate.19 Figure 2c
shows a DFT optimized linear periodical structure in which the
neighboring (ph)3 units are linked by a C!Cu!C bridge. The
side view shows that, in the optimized structure, the Cu atoms are
nearly in the same plane of the phenyl rings and each Cu atom
forms two C!Cu bonds with its neighboring (ph)3 units with a
bond length of 2.11 Å. It is worthwhile to note that the Cu atoms
do not bind strongly to the Cu substrate, allowing the chain to
slide easily on the surface, e.g. across surface steps.

Figure 1. (a) STM image of the as-prepared sample stabilized at 77 K
(120 " 120 nm2, 1.0 V, 0.2 nA). (Inset) Magnified STM image of the
network (6 " 5 nm2, 1.0 V, 0.2 nA), superimposed with the molecular
structural model (Br atoms shown in red). (b) STM image of the sample
annealed to 300 K (20 " 20 nm2, 1.0 V, 0.3 nA). (Inset) (8 " 4 nm2,
!1.0 V, 0.5 nA) Br atoms lying between the linear periodical structures.
(c) STM image of the sample annealed to 393 K (20 " 20 nm2, 1.0 V,
0.2 nA). (d) STM image of the sample annealed to 473 K (40" 40 nm2,
1.0 V, 0.5 nA). (Inset) (8 " 4 nm2, !1.0 V, 0.5 nA) Br atoms between
the poly(para-phenylene) oligomers.

Figure 2. (a) High-resolution STM image of the intermediate (8 "
4 nm2, 1.0 V, 0.5 nA). (Inset) Simulated STM image at +2.7 V on the
same scale. (b) dI/dV spectra measured at (ph)3 (blackb) and Cu atom
(blue9) sites as marked in (a). (c) Top and side views of the optimized
structure of the intermediate obtained by the DFT calculation. (d)
Calculated PDOS of (ph)3 unit (black) and Cu atom (blue) as marked
by the crosses in (a).
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Figure 2. Self-assembly of 4,4”-dibromo-p- 
terphenyl into planar porous network. 
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Figure 4. The whole family of the observed B4PB molecular STs. Upper row: models of the STs and the lower row: corresponding STM 
images of B4PB-ST-n. To the missing bottom-right corner of B4PB-ST-4 (separated by the dashed line), the modeled molecules were 
artificially added for clear illustration. 
 

2.3. Cyclic Halogen Bonding for the Chiral ST Formation 

- Chirality was observed in the molecular STs (Figure 5a). 

- At each node, three B4PB molecules cluster with their Br terminals in a cyclic way (Figure 5b,5c). 

- This cyclic weak halogen and hydrogen bonding was responsible for the formation of the molecular STs. 

- This chirality directly relates to the ST orientation with respect to the Ag(111) lattice (Figure 5d). 

 

 
Figure 5. (a) High-resolution STM images of the B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers (CW: clockwise, CCW: counterclockwise). (b) Molecular models for the STM 
images in (a). (c) Enlarged view of the cyclic halogen bonding node. (d) STM image of a pair of B4PB-ST-3 enantiomers. 

 

2.4. Kinetic Optimization for Large STs 

- The cooling rate had great importance for the larger STs (Figure 6). 

- The slower cooling rate resulted in higher yield of B4PB-ST-3 (highlighted by the yellow triangles). 

- The 0.02 K/min cooling rate not only gave 55% B4PB-ST-3 but also induced the formation of incomplete 

B4PB-ST-4 structures. 

exhibit a self-similar nature and contain a series of interior triangu-
lar pores circumscribed by congruent subunits. As B4PB exper-
imentally outperformed B3PB in constructing high-order ST
fractals (Supplementary Fig. 5), the subsequent discussions focus
mainly on the B4PB case. Obviously, the self-assembled structure
resembles the corresponding prototypical fractal ST (models in
Fig. 2a), and the geometric similarity is further confirmed by a
Hausdorff-dimension analysis of the self-assembly pattern.

The Hausdorff dimension was introduced in 1919 by the
German mathematician Felix Hausdorff to describe the topological
property of a fractal on the basis of a ‘power law’1. For a specific
fractal, considering N(r) as the number of balls (r being the
radius) required to cover the fractal pattern completely, it can be
deduced as:

N(r) ∝ 1/rd (1)

and hence:

d = − lim
r!0

logr(N(r)) (2)

is defined as the Hausdorff dimension of the fractal. For an nth
order fractal that consists of μ subunits of order (n – 1)th with a
similitude ratio of 1/s, its Hausdorff dimension would be:

d = logs(μ) (3)

Thus, the theoretical Hausdorff dimension of the ST (μ = 3, s = 2) is:

d = log2(3) = 1.59 (4)

The Hausdorff dimension of B4PB-ST-3 was deduced by the
‘box-counting’ method11 as 1.68 ± 0.01 (Fig. 1d), according to the
linear slope of the lg(N(r)) versus lg(r) plot. It slightly deviates
(+6%) from the theoretical one, 1.59, for an ideal ST. The deviation
may arise because, rather than the ideal one-dimensional line,
the molecular ST consists of 123 B4PB molecules with subtle

geometric features, such as vertices and width. The total number
of B4PB molecules, Tn, in a particular B4PB-ST-n structure can
be expressed as:

Tn = (3n+2 + 3)/2 (5)

Apart from B4PB-ST-3 (Fig. 2b, n = 3), also observed experimen-
tally were B4PB-ST-0 (Fig. 2b, n = 0), B4PB-ST-1 (Fig. 2b, n = 1),
B4PB-ST-2 (Fig. 2b, n = 2) and even an incomplete B4PB-ST-4
(Fig. 2b, n = 4, where the lower-right vortex of the ST was missing
and rationally amended with modelled molecules). Each molecular
ST-n consists of three ST-(n – 1) subunits and (3n+1 − 1)/2 trian-
gular pores. There are 3n−m triangular pores of the mth order
(m = 0, 1, …, n) in an individual molecular ST-n. Given that the
projected lateral length of each B4PB molecule is about 1.55 nm
between two Br terminals (Fig. 1a), the mth order triangular pore
has a side length of about 2m+1 nm. For instance, in B4PB-ST-4,
the largest interior pore, that is, the central one, has a side length
of about 32 nm (n = 4, m = 4) (Fig. 2b, n = 4). As far as we know,
this well-shaped homomolecular pore12 circumscribed by 48
B4PB molecules is the largest one achieved to date by self-assembly
at surfaces. The identification of individual B4PB molecules by
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) is described later.

Different from the ideal symmetric STs (Fig. 2a), the whole
family of the obtained molecular STs is actually chiral, denoted as
B4PB-ST-CW for clockwise chirality (Fig. 2b) and B4PB-ST-
CCW for their counterclockwise counterparts (images not shown
in Fig. 2b). According to the high-resolution STM images of a
pair of B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers (Fig. 3a), each tick-shaped feature
represents a B4PBmolecule and the Br terminals appear as brighter
protrusions. At each node, three B4PB molecules cluster with their
Br terminals in a cyclic way to form the typical cyclic halogen
bonding13 (green arrows in the enlarged models of the cyclic
bonding nodes in Fig. 3b) that, together with the weak hydrogen
bonding between the Br atom in one B4PB molecule and the α-H
atom in another adjacent B4PB molecule (red dashed lines in the
enlarged node models in Fig. 3b), is responsible for the formation

a

b

n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4n = 0

4.5 nm 18 nm 33 nm8.5 nm 72 nm

6 15 42 123 366

Figure 2 | The whole family of the observed B4PB molecular STs. a,b, Models of the STs (a) and the corresponding STM images of B4PB-ST-n (n =0, 1, 2,
3 or 4) (b). The number in each image in b indicates the number (Tn) of the B4PB molecules that participate in the corresponding molecular ST. The STM
image for n = 4 (b) is a cropped section of an imperfect B4PB-ST-4 structure (the largest one achieved in experiments to date). To illustrate the ST-4
structure clearly, the missing bottom-right corner, separated by the dashed line, was artificially added to the structure and is composed of modelled
molecules. The length given below each STM image in b indicates the horizontal size of the corresponding STM image. Imaging conditions: constant height,
Vbias = 20 mV, I = 1 nA (n =0, 1 and 2); constant current, Vbias = 50 mV, I = 10 pA (n = 3); constant current, Vbias = −100 mV, I = 15 pA (n = 4). The STM
images were processed in a similar fashion to those shown in Fig. 1; more details are given in the Supplementary Information.
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of the molecular fractals. A similar cyclic halogen bonding with
synergistic hydrogen bonding has been reported to play a key role
in many self-assembled molecular networks that involve halogen
atoms14–16. Once the cyclic halogen bonding is established at a
three-membered node, as in this case, the positively charged
σ-hole of the terminal Br atom in one molecule points towards the
negatively charged equatorial region of the Br atom in another adja-
cent molecule in a cyclic way. This electrostatic attraction is the
origin of the halogen bond between neighbouring Br atoms13. As a

result, the node becomes chiral, either CW or CCW, as shown by
the red arrows in Fig. 3a,b. Owing to the unique self-similar nature
of a fractal, chirality propagates17–19 from one cyclic halogen
bonding node to all the nodes in the whole molecular fractal.
Moreover, the chirality directly relates to the ST orientation with
respect to the Ag(111) substrate lattice (inset in Fig. 3c). A CWmole-
cular ST deviates from the [2!1!1] direction of the Ag(111) substrate in a
clockwise manner and vice versa, as illustrated by the proposed mole-
cular models of the B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers (Fig. 3b) and the experi-
mentally observed B4PB-ST-3 enantiomers (Fig. 3c). Hundreds of
statistic counts revealed that both CW and CCW enantiomers in a
particular B4PB-ST-n assembly appeared equally and their relative
rotating angle was measured to be 4° against the [2!1!1] direction.

Very recently, Monte Carlo simulation20,21 was employed to deal
with hypothetic molecular fractals that were virtually constructed by
the proposed coordination bonds. The simulation suggested that to
avoid the inhibition of the fractal formation by enantioimpurities, a
V-shaped or star-shaped achiral precursor was a prerequisite. A
previous study showed that the linear counterpart, 4,4″-dibromo-
p-terphenyl, self-assembled into a planar porous network with tri-
angular voids via cyclic halogen-bonding nodes16. Therefore, the
specific 120° backbone of the precursors, including B3PB, B4PB
(Fig. 1a) and 4,4⁗-dibromo-1,1′:4′,1″:3″,1‴:4‴,1⁗-quinquephenyl
(B5PB, Supplementary Fig. 6a), explored in this study seems to be
an essential criterion for the formation of molecular STs.
However, the asymmetric B4PB precursor employed here possesses
a 120° tick-shaped backbone, and could also lead to extended defect-
free molecular fractals because of the capability of self-correction
during the assembling process. Consequently, our in situ self-assem-
bly approach dominated by weak intermolecular interactions, that is,
the halogen bonds, completely overcame such theoretically pre-
dicted limitations. Experimentally, to realize an unfaulted chiral
connection and defect-free fractals, it turns out to be critical to
achieve a subtle balance between the mobility of the assembling mol-
ecules and the stability of the assembled fractals22–25. Such a balance
invokes the self-correction capability of the assembling molecules
during the formation of the molecular STs. However, several
faulted connections were occasionally identified (Supplementary
Fig. 7). Once formed, these faulted connections would therefore
prevent their connected ST structures from growing into larger ones.

In addition to the above-mentioned 120° backbone and
weak molecule–molecule interactions, such as halogen bonds,
several other crucial guidelines can also be explored experimen-
tally—explicit descriptions are given below.

First, the substrate lattice should possess a three-fold symmetry
that matches well the three-fold cyclic halogen-bonding nodes of
the building block. This is supported by the fact that the molecular
STs cannot be formed on swapping the substrate from Ag(111)
to Ag(110) (Supplementary Fig. 6c). Second, a suitable molecule–
substrate interaction would allow fine-tuning of the mobility of
the assembling molecules. For instance, B4PB performs best in con-
structing the STs among all three molecules explored in this study
because B3PB is too mobile to form STs higher than B3PB-ST-2
(Fig. 1b) and B5PB is not mobile enough to assemble into STs
higher than B5PB-ST-1 (Supplementary Fig. 6b). Third, it is inevi-
table that a temperature window for the establishment of the ther-
modynamic equilibria for the whole ST series can be practically
fixed. In this study, it is 67–80 K. Fourth, a low surface coverage
has to be maintained. At high coverage, both B3PB and B4PB
form structures that are packed more densely at the expense of
their STs (Supplementary Fig. 8).

Finally, a slow cooling rate is of great importance in the
kinetic optimization of a particular ST structure at a given surface
coverage. For example, at a ∼0.17 monolayer (one monolayer ≈
0.75 molecules nm−2), the slower the cooling rate, the higher the
yield of the B4PB-ST-3 (Fig. 4). This resembles the low-temperature
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Figure 3 | Chirality propagation of the molecular STs. a, High-resolution
STM images of the B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers, CW (left panel) and CCW
(right panel), as indicated by the arrows (red). Each tick-shaped feature is a
B4PB molecule. The Br terminals appear as brighter protrusions. Imaging
conditions: constant height, Vbias = 20 mV, I = 10 nA. Scale bar, 2 nm. The
STM images were processed in a similar fashion to those shown in Fig. 1;
more details are given in the Supplementary Information. b, Molecular
models for the STM images in a. The red arrows indicate the chirality of the
cyclic halogen bonding. The CW and CCW B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers show
mirror symmetry with respect to a mirror plane parallel to the [2!1!1]
direction (light-blue dashed line). The side (white line) of either of the two
B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers forms an angle of 4° with respect to the [2!1!1]
direction. The green arrows and red dashed lines in the enlarged bonding
nodes indicate the halogen and possible hydrogen bonds, respectively.
c, STM image of a pair of B4PB-ST-3 enantiomers. The light-blue dashed
line, derived from the substrate lattice (inset; scale bar, 400 pm),
highlights the [2!1!1] direction of the Ag(111) substrate. Imaging conditions:
constant current, Vbias = 50 mV, I = 10 pA; inset: constant current,
Vbias = −20 mV, I = 20 nA.
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of the molecular fractals. A similar cyclic halogen bonding with
synergistic hydrogen bonding has been reported to play a key role
in many self-assembled molecular networks that involve halogen
atoms14–16. Once the cyclic halogen bonding is established at a
three-membered node, as in this case, the positively charged
σ-hole of the terminal Br atom in one molecule points towards the
negatively charged equatorial region of the Br atom in another adja-
cent molecule in a cyclic way. This electrostatic attraction is the
origin of the halogen bond between neighbouring Br atoms13. As a

result, the node becomes chiral, either CW or CCW, as shown by
the red arrows in Fig. 3a,b. Owing to the unique self-similar nature
of a fractal, chirality propagates17–19 from one cyclic halogen
bonding node to all the nodes in the whole molecular fractal.
Moreover, the chirality directly relates to the ST orientation with
respect to the Ag(111) substrate lattice (inset in Fig. 3c). A CWmole-
cular ST deviates from the [2!1!1] direction of the Ag(111) substrate in a
clockwise manner and vice versa, as illustrated by the proposed mole-
cular models of the B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers (Fig. 3b) and the experi-
mentally observed B4PB-ST-3 enantiomers (Fig. 3c). Hundreds of
statistic counts revealed that both CW and CCW enantiomers in a
particular B4PB-ST-n assembly appeared equally and their relative
rotating angle was measured to be 4° against the [2!1!1] direction.

Very recently, Monte Carlo simulation20,21 was employed to deal
with hypothetic molecular fractals that were virtually constructed by
the proposed coordination bonds. The simulation suggested that to
avoid the inhibition of the fractal formation by enantioimpurities, a
V-shaped or star-shaped achiral precursor was a prerequisite. A
previous study showed that the linear counterpart, 4,4″-dibromo-
p-terphenyl, self-assembled into a planar porous network with tri-
angular voids via cyclic halogen-bonding nodes16. Therefore, the
specific 120° backbone of the precursors, including B3PB, B4PB
(Fig. 1a) and 4,4⁗-dibromo-1,1′:4′,1″:3″,1‴:4‴,1⁗-quinquephenyl
(B5PB, Supplementary Fig. 6a), explored in this study seems to be
an essential criterion for the formation of molecular STs.
However, the asymmetric B4PB precursor employed here possesses
a 120° tick-shaped backbone, and could also lead to extended defect-
free molecular fractals because of the capability of self-correction
during the assembling process. Consequently, our in situ self-assem-
bly approach dominated by weak intermolecular interactions, that is,
the halogen bonds, completely overcame such theoretically pre-
dicted limitations. Experimentally, to realize an unfaulted chiral
connection and defect-free fractals, it turns out to be critical to
achieve a subtle balance between the mobility of the assembling mol-
ecules and the stability of the assembled fractals22–25. Such a balance
invokes the self-correction capability of the assembling molecules
during the formation of the molecular STs. However, several
faulted connections were occasionally identified (Supplementary
Fig. 7). Once formed, these faulted connections would therefore
prevent their connected ST structures from growing into larger ones.

In addition to the above-mentioned 120° backbone and
weak molecule–molecule interactions, such as halogen bonds,
several other crucial guidelines can also be explored experimen-
tally—explicit descriptions are given below.

First, the substrate lattice should possess a three-fold symmetry
that matches well the three-fold cyclic halogen-bonding nodes of
the building block. This is supported by the fact that the molecular
STs cannot be formed on swapping the substrate from Ag(111)
to Ag(110) (Supplementary Fig. 6c). Second, a suitable molecule–
substrate interaction would allow fine-tuning of the mobility of
the assembling molecules. For instance, B4PB performs best in con-
structing the STs among all three molecules explored in this study
because B3PB is too mobile to form STs higher than B3PB-ST-2
(Fig. 1b) and B5PB is not mobile enough to assemble into STs
higher than B5PB-ST-1 (Supplementary Fig. 6b). Third, it is inevi-
table that a temperature window for the establishment of the ther-
modynamic equilibria for the whole ST series can be practically
fixed. In this study, it is 67–80 K. Fourth, a low surface coverage
has to be maintained. At high coverage, both B3PB and B4PB
form structures that are packed more densely at the expense of
their STs (Supplementary Fig. 8).

Finally, a slow cooling rate is of great importance in the
kinetic optimization of a particular ST structure at a given surface
coverage. For example, at a ∼0.17 monolayer (one monolayer ≈
0.75 molecules nm−2), the slower the cooling rate, the higher the
yield of the B4PB-ST-3 (Fig. 4). This resembles the low-temperature
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Figure 3 | Chirality propagation of the molecular STs. a, High-resolution
STM images of the B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers, CW (left panel) and CCW
(right panel), as indicated by the arrows (red). Each tick-shaped feature is a
B4PB molecule. The Br terminals appear as brighter protrusions. Imaging
conditions: constant height, Vbias = 20 mV, I = 10 nA. Scale bar, 2 nm. The
STM images were processed in a similar fashion to those shown in Fig. 1;
more details are given in the Supplementary Information. b, Molecular
models for the STM images in a. The red arrows indicate the chirality of the
cyclic halogen bonding. The CW and CCW B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers show
mirror symmetry with respect to a mirror plane parallel to the [2!1!1]
direction (light-blue dashed line). The side (white line) of either of the two
B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers forms an angle of 4° with respect to the [2!1!1]
direction. The green arrows and red dashed lines in the enlarged bonding
nodes indicate the halogen and possible hydrogen bonds, respectively.
c, STM image of a pair of B4PB-ST-3 enantiomers. The light-blue dashed
line, derived from the substrate lattice (inset; scale bar, 400 pm),
highlights the [2!1!1] direction of the Ag(111) substrate. Imaging conditions:
constant current, Vbias = 50 mV, I = 10 pA; inset: constant current,
Vbias = −20 mV, I = 20 nA.
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of the molecular fractals. A similar cyclic halogen bonding with
synergistic hydrogen bonding has been reported to play a key role
in many self-assembled molecular networks that involve halogen
atoms14–16. Once the cyclic halogen bonding is established at a
three-membered node, as in this case, the positively charged
σ-hole of the terminal Br atom in one molecule points towards the
negatively charged equatorial region of the Br atom in another adja-
cent molecule in a cyclic way. This electrostatic attraction is the
origin of the halogen bond between neighbouring Br atoms13. As a

result, the node becomes chiral, either CW or CCW, as shown by
the red arrows in Fig. 3a,b. Owing to the unique self-similar nature
of a fractal, chirality propagates17–19 from one cyclic halogen
bonding node to all the nodes in the whole molecular fractal.
Moreover, the chirality directly relates to the ST orientation with
respect to the Ag(111) substrate lattice (inset in Fig. 3c). A CWmole-
cular ST deviates from the [2!1!1] direction of the Ag(111) substrate in a
clockwise manner and vice versa, as illustrated by the proposed mole-
cular models of the B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers (Fig. 3b) and the experi-
mentally observed B4PB-ST-3 enantiomers (Fig. 3c). Hundreds of
statistic counts revealed that both CW and CCW enantiomers in a
particular B4PB-ST-n assembly appeared equally and their relative
rotating angle was measured to be 4° against the [2!1!1] direction.

Very recently, Monte Carlo simulation20,21 was employed to deal
with hypothetic molecular fractals that were virtually constructed by
the proposed coordination bonds. The simulation suggested that to
avoid the inhibition of the fractal formation by enantioimpurities, a
V-shaped or star-shaped achiral precursor was a prerequisite. A
previous study showed that the linear counterpart, 4,4″-dibromo-
p-terphenyl, self-assembled into a planar porous network with tri-
angular voids via cyclic halogen-bonding nodes16. Therefore, the
specific 120° backbone of the precursors, including B3PB, B4PB
(Fig. 1a) and 4,4⁗-dibromo-1,1′:4′,1″:3″,1‴:4‴,1⁗-quinquephenyl
(B5PB, Supplementary Fig. 6a), explored in this study seems to be
an essential criterion for the formation of molecular STs.
However, the asymmetric B4PB precursor employed here possesses
a 120° tick-shaped backbone, and could also lead to extended defect-
free molecular fractals because of the capability of self-correction
during the assembling process. Consequently, our in situ self-assem-
bly approach dominated by weak intermolecular interactions, that is,
the halogen bonds, completely overcame such theoretically pre-
dicted limitations. Experimentally, to realize an unfaulted chiral
connection and defect-free fractals, it turns out to be critical to
achieve a subtle balance between the mobility of the assembling mol-
ecules and the stability of the assembled fractals22–25. Such a balance
invokes the self-correction capability of the assembling molecules
during the formation of the molecular STs. However, several
faulted connections were occasionally identified (Supplementary
Fig. 7). Once formed, these faulted connections would therefore
prevent their connected ST structures from growing into larger ones.

In addition to the above-mentioned 120° backbone and
weak molecule–molecule interactions, such as halogen bonds,
several other crucial guidelines can also be explored experimen-
tally—explicit descriptions are given below.

First, the substrate lattice should possess a three-fold symmetry
that matches well the three-fold cyclic halogen-bonding nodes of
the building block. This is supported by the fact that the molecular
STs cannot be formed on swapping the substrate from Ag(111)
to Ag(110) (Supplementary Fig. 6c). Second, a suitable molecule–
substrate interaction would allow fine-tuning of the mobility of
the assembling molecules. For instance, B4PB performs best in con-
structing the STs among all three molecules explored in this study
because B3PB is too mobile to form STs higher than B3PB-ST-2
(Fig. 1b) and B5PB is not mobile enough to assemble into STs
higher than B5PB-ST-1 (Supplementary Fig. 6b). Third, it is inevi-
table that a temperature window for the establishment of the ther-
modynamic equilibria for the whole ST series can be practically
fixed. In this study, it is 67–80 K. Fourth, a low surface coverage
has to be maintained. At high coverage, both B3PB and B4PB
form structures that are packed more densely at the expense of
their STs (Supplementary Fig. 8).

Finally, a slow cooling rate is of great importance in the
kinetic optimization of a particular ST structure at a given surface
coverage. For example, at a ∼0.17 monolayer (one monolayer ≈
0.75 molecules nm−2), the slower the cooling rate, the higher the
yield of the B4PB-ST-3 (Fig. 4). This resembles the low-temperature
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Figure 3 | Chirality propagation of the molecular STs. a, High-resolution
STM images of the B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers, CW (left panel) and CCW
(right panel), as indicated by the arrows (red). Each tick-shaped feature is a
B4PB molecule. The Br terminals appear as brighter protrusions. Imaging
conditions: constant height, Vbias = 20 mV, I = 10 nA. Scale bar, 2 nm. The
STM images were processed in a similar fashion to those shown in Fig. 1;
more details are given in the Supplementary Information. b, Molecular
models for the STM images in a. The red arrows indicate the chirality of the
cyclic halogen bonding. The CW and CCW B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers show
mirror symmetry with respect to a mirror plane parallel to the [2!1!1]
direction (light-blue dashed line). The side (white line) of either of the two
B4PB-ST-1 enantiomers forms an angle of 4° with respect to the [2!1!1]
direction. The green arrows and red dashed lines in the enlarged bonding
nodes indicate the halogen and possible hydrogen bonds, respectively.
c, STM image of a pair of B4PB-ST-3 enantiomers. The light-blue dashed
line, derived from the substrate lattice (inset; scale bar, 400 pm),
highlights the [2!1!1] direction of the Ag(111) substrate. Imaging conditions:
constant current, Vbias = 50 mV, I = 10 pA; inset: constant current,
Vbias = −20 mV, I = 20 nA.
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Figure 6. (a-e) Representative STM images of the fractal assemblies prepared at several cooling rate. (f) The histogram of the B4PB-ST-3 occupancy 
(defined as the percentage of the B4PB molecules that form the B4PB-ST-3 structures in total molecules deposited on the substrate). 

 

2.5. Guidelines for the Construction of the Defect-Free ST Fractals 

- Several other crucial guidelines were revealed (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7. (a) No ST formation on Ag(110) substrate because of the symmetry mismatch. (b) Suitable molecular-substrate interaction for good mobility to 
form larger STs. (c) Formation of the densely packed structure by high coverage. 
 

3. Conclusion 

- The molecularly assembled defect-free STs were successfully fabricated. 

- Crucial guidelines to construct detect-free STs and search for new series of ST fractals were obtained. 
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formation of snowflakes, another type of fractal in nature26. As the
cooling rate is slowed from 13 K min−1 (Fig. 4a) down to
0.02 K min−1 (Fig. 4e), the occupancy of the B4PB-ST-3 structure
(highlighted by the yellow triangles in the STM images in Fig. 4a–e)
increases remarkably from below 5% to above 55% (Fig. 4f). Here
the B4PB-ST-3 occupancy is defined as the percentage of the
B4PB molecules that form the B4PB-ST-3 structures in total mol-
ecules deposited on the substrate. More remarkably, the cooling
rate at 0.02 K min−1 even induces the formation of some incomplete
B4PB-ST-4 structures (Fig. 2b, n = 4).

Conclusion
In summary, we succeeded in fabricating a whole series of molecu-
larly assembled and defect-free STs. To construct defect-free ST
fractals and search for new series of ST fractals, some crucial guide-
lines are revealed by our systematic studies. They include a 120°
backbone of the molecular building block, weak intermolecular
interactions (such as halogen bonds), a symmetry match between
the substrate and the assembled STs, a moderate molecule–substrate
interaction, a suitable temperature window, a low coverage and a
slow cooling rate during the assembling process. Although still
elusive at the moment, the very subtle details of the specific weak-
bonding networks may be explored further by new experimental
techniques, such as qPlus non-contact atomic force microscopy27,28

and inelastic tunnelling probe imaging29. A full understanding of
such amazing molecular fractals awaits sophisticated theoretical
treatments at multiple scales and levels.

Methods
Single-crystal Ag(111) (MaTecK GmbH) was cleaned by cycles of Ar+ sputtering
and annealing at 773 K. B3PB and B4PB were thermally deposited onto Ag(111) at

sublimation temperatures of 333 K and 363 K, respectively. After deposition,
the sample was instantaneously cooled by liquid helium or liquid nitrogen to
avoid cleavage of the C–Br bond, which may take place at room temperature30,31.
STM measurements were performed at 78 K, 63 K or 4.4 K with a Unisoku
low-temperature STM (USM-1200S) housed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a
base pressure of <2 × 10−10 mbar. Images were acquired with an electrochemically
etched tungsten tip and processed with the WSxM software32. Details of the
precursor syntheses are given in the Supplementary Information.
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Figure 4 | Kinetic optimization of the B4PB-ST-3 structure. a–e, Representative STM images of the fractal assemblies prepared at a decreasing cooling rate
within the assembling temperature window of 67–80 K. The cooling rates and occupancies are, respectively, 13 K min−1 and 4.9% (a), 2.6 K min−1 and 5.5%
(b), 0.65 K min−1 and 16.8% (c), 0.04 K min−1 and 44.2% (d), and 0.02 K min−1 and 55.7% (e). f, The histogram shows the remarkable increase of the ST-3
occupancy with the decrease in cooling rate, as illustrated by the superimposed yellow triangles on the B4PB-ST-3 structures in a–e. The ST-3 occupancy is
defined in the main text. Imaging conditions, constant current, Vbias = −100 mV, I = 20 pA. The STM images were processed in a similar fashion to those
shown in Fig. 1; more details are given in the Supplementary Information.
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Assembling molecular Sierpiński triangle fractals
Jian Shang1, Yongfeng Wang2*, Min Chen3, Jingxin Dai1, Xiong Zhou1, Julian Kuttner3, Gerhard Hilt3,
Xiang Shao4, J. Michael Gottfried3* and Kai Wu1,5*

Fractals, being “exactly the same at every scale or nearly the same at different scales” as defined by Benoit B.
Mandelbrot, are complicated yet fascinating patterns that are important in aesthetics, mathematics, science and
engineering. Extended molecular fractals formed by the self-assembly of small-molecule components have long been
pursued but, to the best of our knowledge, not achieved. To tackle this challenge we designed and made two aromatic
bromo compounds (4,4″-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″-terphenyl and 4,4‴-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″:4″,1‴-quaterphenyl) to serve as building
blocks. The formation of synergistic halogen and hydrogen bonds between these molecules is the driving force to
assemble successfully a whole series of defect-free molecular fractals, specifically Sierpiński triangles, on a Ag(111)
surface below 80 K. Several critical points that govern the preparation of the molecular Sierpiński triangles were
scrutinized experimentally and revealed explicitly. This new strategy may be applied to prepare and explore various planar
molecular fractals at surfaces.

A fractal is defined as a mathematical set that displays a self-
similar pattern with a fractal dimension, the so-called
Hausdorff dimension, which exceeds its topological counter-

part1. As described by Benoit B. Mandelbrot, a fractal is “exactly the
same at every scale or nearly the same at different scales”1. Fractal
patterns are very complicated and yet fascinating because of their
importance in aesthetics, mathematics, science and engineering.
Scientists have been struggling to build molecular fractals through
various strategies, but only scattered and even fragmented untunable
molecular fractals could be obtained with strong intermolecular
interactions, such as covalent or coordination bonds in synthetic
chemistry2–7.

As a representative of various prototypical fractals, the Sierpiński
triangle (ST), named after the Polish mathematician Wacław
Sierpiński in the 20th century1, has a long history of at least 1,000
years as a decorative pattern in tiling mosaic floors in medieval
Rome8. There are several methods to construct an ST mathematically,
including a chaos game run by an iterated computer program9, a
cellular automaton10 and simply a geometric subdividing and
removing method1. Herein, by using 4,4″-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″-ter-
phenyl (B3PB) and 4,4‴-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″:4″,1‴-quaterphenyl
(B4PB) (see the Supplementary Information for details of the syn-
thesis) as the basic building blocks (see the molecular structures in
Fig. 1a), we successfully prepared a series of planar molecular STs on
Ag(111). Such a series of molecular STs is the first molecular fractal
family achieved by a molecular self-assembly at surfaces.

Results and discussions
After the thermal deposition of B3PB or B4PB (Fig. 1a) and sub-
sequent swift cooling down to 4.4 K, the Ag(111) surface was
covered exclusively with a series of equilateral triangular structures,
denoted as B3PB-ST-n or B4PB-ST-n, where n represents the order
of the molecular ST. In this study, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, although theor-
etically it can be infinite. Figure 1b,c depicts two typical STM images
of individual B3PB-ST-2 and B4PB-ST-3 structures, both of which
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Figure 1 | Typical individual molecular STs at the surfaces. a, Chemical
structures of the B3PB and B4PB molecules with the geometric parameters.
b,c, High-resolution STM images of individual B3PB-ST-2 (13 nm × 11 nm)
(b) and B4PB-ST-3 (33 nm × 29 nm) (c) on Ag(111). The raw STM images
are rotated, cropped and recoloured to produce the images of the individual
STs shown here; the raw STM images and details of the image processing
are given in the Supplementary Information. d, Plot of lg(N(r)) versus lg(r).
The molecular fractal pattern in c, B4PB-ST-3, was converted into the
black–white mode, as shown in the inset. A total of 50 data sets (r, N(r))
was acquired by counting the number of black pixels N(r) in the shaded
area with a lateral size of r (pixel). Imaging conditions: constant height,
Vbias = 20 mV, I = 1 nA.
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Assembling molecular Sierpiński triangle fractals
Jian Shang1, Yongfeng Wang2*, Min Chen3, Jingxin Dai1, Xiong Zhou1, Julian Kuttner3, Gerhard Hilt3,
Xiang Shao4, J. Michael Gottfried3* and Kai Wu1,5*

Fractals, being “exactly the same at every scale or nearly the same at different scales” as defined by Benoit B.
Mandelbrot, are complicated yet fascinating patterns that are important in aesthetics, mathematics, science and
engineering. Extended molecular fractals formed by the self-assembly of small-molecule components have long been
pursued but, to the best of our knowledge, not achieved. To tackle this challenge we designed and made two aromatic
bromo compounds (4,4″-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″-terphenyl and 4,4‴-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″:4″,1‴-quaterphenyl) to serve as building
blocks. The formation of synergistic halogen and hydrogen bonds between these molecules is the driving force to
assemble successfully a whole series of defect-free molecular fractals, specifically Sierpiński triangles, on a Ag(111)
surface below 80 K. Several critical points that govern the preparation of the molecular Sierpiński triangles were
scrutinized experimentally and revealed explicitly. This new strategy may be applied to prepare and explore various planar
molecular fractals at surfaces.

A fractal is defined as a mathematical set that displays a self-
similar pattern with a fractal dimension, the so-called
Hausdorff dimension, which exceeds its topological counter-

part1. As described by Benoit B. Mandelbrot, a fractal is “exactly the
same at every scale or nearly the same at different scales”1. Fractal
patterns are very complicated and yet fascinating because of their
importance in aesthetics, mathematics, science and engineering.
Scientists have been struggling to build molecular fractals through
various strategies, but only scattered and even fragmented untunable
molecular fractals could be obtained with strong intermolecular
interactions, such as covalent or coordination bonds in synthetic
chemistry2–7.

As a representative of various prototypical fractals, the Sierpiński
triangle (ST), named after the Polish mathematician Wacław
Sierpiński in the 20th century1, has a long history of at least 1,000
years as a decorative pattern in tiling mosaic floors in medieval
Rome8. There are several methods to construct an ST mathematically,
including a chaos game run by an iterated computer program9, a
cellular automaton10 and simply a geometric subdividing and
removing method1. Herein, by using 4,4″-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″-ter-
phenyl (B3PB) and 4,4‴-dibromo-1,1′:3′,1″:4″,1‴-quaterphenyl
(B4PB) (see the Supplementary Information for details of the syn-
thesis) as the basic building blocks (see the molecular structures in
Fig. 1a), we successfully prepared a series of planar molecular STs on
Ag(111). Such a series of molecular STs is the first molecular fractal
family achieved by a molecular self-assembly at surfaces.

Results and discussions
After the thermal deposition of B3PB or B4PB (Fig. 1a) and sub-
sequent swift cooling down to 4.4 K, the Ag(111) surface was
covered exclusively with a series of equilateral triangular structures,
denoted as B3PB-ST-n or B4PB-ST-n, where n represents the order
of the molecular ST. In this study, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, although theor-
etically it can be infinite. Figure 1b,c depicts two typical STM images
of individual B3PB-ST-2 and B4PB-ST-3 structures, both of which
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Figure 1 | Typical individual molecular STs at the surfaces. a, Chemical
structures of the B3PB and B4PB molecules with the geometric parameters.
b,c, High-resolution STM images of individual B3PB-ST-2 (13 nm × 11 nm)
(b) and B4PB-ST-3 (33 nm × 29 nm) (c) on Ag(111). The raw STM images
are rotated, cropped and recoloured to produce the images of the individual
STs shown here; the raw STM images and details of the image processing
are given in the Supplementary Information. d, Plot of lg(N(r)) versus lg(r).
The molecular fractal pattern in c, B4PB-ST-3, was converted into the
black–white mode, as shown in the inset. A total of 50 data sets (r, N(r))
was acquired by counting the number of black pixels N(r) in the shaded
area with a lateral size of r (pixel). Imaging conditions: constant height,
Vbias = 20 mV, I = 1 nA.
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